Abstract
Introduction
Facsimile (AKA fax) is a technique to transmit documents over phone lines. Facsimile have been used as early as the 19 th century; however, the use of Huffman codes to compress the transmitted data could be taken in the 19 th century because Huffman codes was published just at 1952 [1] .
Fax machines employ modified Huffman coding -CCITT Fax 3 & Fax 4 -protocol for transmission of fax documents over telephone lines [2] . Monochrome TIFF image compression format also make use of this technique [ 3 ] . This technique combines variable length codes of Huffman algorithm with the coding of repetitive data in run length encoding. Employing Huffman coding is very advantageous because Huffman coding has the ability to recover from a transmission errors [4, 5] that sometimes occur in Fax machines.
The creation of the Multimedia Internet Mail Extension (MIME) format [6] for email attachments triggered off the acceptance of emails as a favorable and promising alternative for faxes. The MIME format facilitates transferring non-text files via the network by standard emails. This ability of MIME prevailed upon the fax main capability to transfer binary data [7] .
Few years later Adobe Inc. developed a new format -Portable Document Format (PDF) [8] . PDF can contain Raster images (AKA Image XObjects) which can embed binary data within the PDF file [9] . Several types of binary data are allowed in PDF files. One of them is called "CCITTFaxDecode" which is actually a binary data compressed image exactly as fax compresses files [10] .
Moreover, Adobe has been offering the PDF reader for free. So, as a result, emails have the capability to excellently transfer documents in the same format as fax transfers, nevertheless much faster. Therefore, the main function of the faxes has become outdated [11] .
In spite of this, the programs that generate PDF files mostly does not use the CCITTFaxDecode type even when the PDF is a document and rather use the DCTDecode type that represents JPEG file, even though JPEG is not so suitable for document compression [12] .
Document Compression
JPEG is an effective compression technique for images with no sharp differences. When there are sharp differences within the image, JPEG will not compress these images well [13, 14, 15] . JPEG tends to smear the borderlines within the image instead of drawing them distinctly. [16, 17] .
As an example, the same document was sent by the CCITTFaxDecode type and by the DCTDecode type. Figure 3 contains the document sent by DCTDecode. It can be clearly seen that the CCITTFaxDecode loses less information and the document is more readable than the document compressed by DCTDecode.
Why fax compresses documents better
The compression algorithm of faxes assumes that only white pixels and black pixels are present. If a pixel has another color, the fax will convert it to either white or black according to its brightness.
Faxes use a version of run length encoding [18] . Each line of pixels in the document is encoded as a series of alternating sequences of white and black pixels. One sequences of white pixels followed by a sequence of black pixels and then again a sequences of white pixels followed by a sequence of black pixels and so forth.
Sequences of 63 pixels or less are encoded by a terminating code, which means the fax expects to subsequently encode a sequence of the other color, whereas sequences of 64 pixels or greater will require a makeup code which means the subsequent sequence of pixels will be of terminating code of the same color. E. g. a sequence of 200 pixels of the same color will be encoded as a makeup code of 192 pixels followed by a terminating code of 8 pixels. The makeup codes are employed to denote sequences in multiples of 64 from 64 to 2560.
For example A4 usually has 2480 pixels in one line. Figure 4 shows an example of pixel line of 2480 pixels in this order:
 0 white pixel. Studies have shown that in average images sent by fax machines are 85 percent white and only 15 percent are black [19] . Accordingly fax machines assume that any pixel line begins by a sequence of white pixels and if the pixel line does not begin by a sequence of white pixels, a sequence of white pixels in length of zero, will begin the encoded pixel line.
Accordingly, the codewords that will be sent in order to represent the pixel line of Figure 4 are: 00110101, 11, 1000, 0011, 0111, 011, 01000, 010
After that, the 2434 cannot be represented by only one terminating code, because 2434 is larger than 63, so the fax will break it into a makeup code followed by a terminating code. The multiple of 64 that is the closest to 2434 is 2432, so the fax will take the makeup code of 2432 white pixel which is:
000000011101
Next to this makeup code, the fax will send the rest of the pixels in this sequence, which are two white pixels and their terminating code is: 0111 Finally, the fax will send the rest of the pixel line as it is described in Figure 4 and their codes will be: 010, 0111, 000011000
Unlike JPEG format, faxes assume that there will be sharp differences and in view of that faxes encode the pixel lines as a series of alternating sequences of white and black pixels. Documents usually have sharp changes because they contain black let ters on white background; therefore, faxes can suitably handle such documents with black letters.
In addition, faxes are more robust to errors because each line of pixels ends with a special codeword named EOL (end of line). EOL consists of eleven zero bits and one bit with the value one (000000000001). There was a suggestion to make the addition of such an EOL codeword to the JPEG format [20, 21] ; however, this suggestion has not been accepted.
Fax machines assume that there might be an error in the transmission like missing bits or a bit that changed its value from one to zero or zero to one. In such cases it could happen that the fax machine will not be able to know where the codewords for the sequences of bits begin and end. However, this error will not last more than one pixel line.
In order to make sure that all EOL codewords are decoded correctly, fax codewords' table stipulates that there will be no codeword consists of more than seven leading zeroes and also there will be no codeword consists of more than three ending zeros, so even if the receiver fax misplaces the codewords boundaries and two codewords might be conjoined, there will be no more than ten continuous zeros in any erroneous codeword.
If the receiver fax gets eleven zeros, it will know that this should be a part of the end of line codeword and will continue scanning until it gets a bit with the value one. Just upon receiving the bit with the value one, the fax will start to print a new line. If one bit in any scanned line gets corrupted, the worst damage will be a loss of the rest of the line. If the EOL codeword itself gets corrupted, the worst damage will be a loss of the next line.
Photograph Compression
Unlike documents, photographs have much fewer sharp differences [ 22 , 23 , 24 ] ; therefore, the advantage of fax compression ratio for photographs will be smaller and also the in many cases the fax compress will produce a considerably less clear image with many noticeable flaws. Figure 5 contains an image compressed by grayscale JPEG. The image is clear and almost unblemished. Just in areas in the image where a sharp difference occurs, the blocks containing this sharp difference will be compressed into a larger sequence of bits [25, 26, 27, 28] . Also, when there is a significant difference between the average hues of the last block in a block line and the average hues of first block in the successive block line, like the lines in the upper part of the image, the DC will be compressed into a large sequence of bits [29] .
The same image is shown in Figure 6 ; however, in this case the image has been compressed by the algorithm of fax machines. Fax machines have only white and black pixels; no gray pixels are available in faxes. The gray sky was in a gray hue that sometimes is closer to white and sometimes is closer to black. Consequently, the sky looks like it is made of white and black pixels and for that reason, the quality of the image is much lower.
The compression ratio of this image is also not as good as the compression ratio of documents. The compression ratio achieved by the fax was 125KB and the compression ratio achieved by JPEG was 198KB, which means the JPEG file size was 63.1% of the fax file size. This reduction is much smaller than the reduction in document file sizes, where a fax can reduce the file size into less than 10% of the JPEG file size in most cases. 
Conclusions
Images are often embedded in PDF files [30] . Many application use JPEG as the default format for these images [31] ; however, if the image is actually a document with black letters on white background, the fax machine format can be more effective in both compression efficiency and image quality.
In this paper we showed that checking the image compression efficiency by JPEG format and by the facsimile format before embedding the image into the PDF file, can be advantageous in both compression efficiency and visible quality of the embedded document.
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